We present optical spectroscopy and near-infrared photometry of 57 faint (g = 19 − 22) high proper motion white dwarfs identified through repeat imaging of ≈ 3100 square degrees of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey footprint by Munn et al. (2014) . We use ugriz and JH photometry to perform a model atmosphere analysis, and identify ten ultracool white dwarfs with T eff < 4000 K, including the coolest pure H atmosphere white dwarf currently known, J1657+2638, with T eff = 3550 ± 100K. The majority of the objects with cooling ages larger than 9 Gyr display thick disc kinematics and constrain the age of the thick disc to 11 Gyr. There are four white dwarfs in our sample with large tangential velocities (v tan > 120 km s −1 ) and UVW velocities that are more consistent with the halo than the Galactic disc. For typical 0.6M ⊙ white dwarfs, the cooling ages for these halo candidates range from 2.3 to 8.5 Gyr. However, the total main-sequence + white dwarf cooling ages of these stars would be consistent with the Galactic halo if they are slightly undermassive. Given the magnitude limits of the current large scale surveys, many of the coolest and oldest white dwarfs remain undiscovered in the solar neighborhood, but upcoming surveys such as GAIA and the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) should find many of these elusive thick disc and halo white dwarfs.
INTRODUCTION
As the remnants of some of the oldest stars in the galaxy, cool white dwarfs offer an independent method for dating different Galactic populations and constraining their star formation history (Winget et al. 1987; Liebert et al. 1988 ). The current best estimates for the ages of the Galactic thin and thick discs are 8 ± 1.5 Gyr (Leggett et al. 1998; Harris et al. 2006 ) and 10 Gyr (Gianninas et al. 2015) , respectively. Extended Hubble Space Telescope observing campaigns on 47 Tuc, M4, and NGC 6397 revealed the end of the white dwarf cooling sequence in these globular clus-⋆ Based on observations obtained at the MMT Observatory, a joint facility of the Smithsonian Institution and the University of Arizona.
ters (Hansen et al. 2004 (Hansen et al. , 2007 Kalirai et al. 2012) , which reveal an age spread of 11 to 13 Gyr for the Galactic halo (Campos et al. 2015) .
Field white dwarfs provide additional and superior information on the age and age spread of the Galactic disc and halo. Recent large scale surveys such as the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) have found many cool field white dwarfs (Gates et al. 2004; Harris et al. 2006 Harris et al. , 2008 Kilic et al. 2006 Kilic et al. , 2010b Vidrih et al. 2007; Tremblay et al. 2014; Gianninas et al. 2015) . These stars are far closer and brighter than those found in globular clusters, allowing for relatively easy optical and infrared observations in multiple bands from ground-based telescopes. Modeling the spectral energy distributions (SEDs) of these white dwarfs provides excellent constraints on their atmospheric composition and cooling ages and gives us an alternate method for calibrating the white dwarf cooling sequences of globular clusters. However, there are only a handful of nearby halo white dwarfs currently known. Kalirai (2012) use four field white dwarfs with halo kinematics to derive an age of 11.4 ± 0.7 Gyr for the inner halo. These four stars are warm enough to show Balmer absorption lines, which enable precise constraints on their surface gravity, mass, temperature, and cooling ages. The SPY project (ESO SN Ia Progenitor Survey) found 12 halo members with ages consistent with a halo age ≈ 11 Gyr in a sample of 634 DA white dwarfs. These have accurate radial velocities determined from Balmer absorption lines, allowing for the determination of accurate 3D space velocities (Pauli et al. 2003 (Pauli et al. , 2006 Richter et al. 2007) . Similarly, Kilic et al. (2012) use optical and infrared photometry and parallax observations of two cool white dwarfs with halo kinematics, WD 0346+246 and SDSS J110217.48+411315.4 to derive an age of 11.0-11.5 Gyr for the local halo.
Ongoing and future photometric and astrometric surveys like the Panoramic Survey Telescope & Rapid Response System (Tonry et al. 2012) , Palomar Transient Factory (Rau et al. 2009 ), the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope and the GAIA mission will significantly increase the number of field white dwarfs known. Previously, Liebert et al. (2007) performed a targeted proper motion survey for identifying thick disc and halo white dwarfs in the solar neighborhood. Munn et al. (2014) present the proper motion catalog from this survey, which includes ≈ 3100 square degrees of sky observed at the Steward Observatory Bok 90 inch telescope and the U.S. Naval Observatory Flagstaff Station 1.3 m telescope. Kilic et al. (2010a) presented three halo white dwarf candidates identified in this survey, with ages of 10-11 Gyr. Here we present follow-up observations and model atmosphere analysis of 54 additional high proper motion white dwarfs identified in this survey. We find seven new ultracool (T eff < 4000 K) white dwarfs and three new halo white dwarf candidates. We discuss the details of our observations in Section 2, and the model atmosphere fits in Section 3. We present the kinematic analysis of our sample in Section 4, and conclude in Section 5.
TARGET SELECTION AND OBSERVATIONS

The Reduced Proper Motion Diagram
Reduced proper motion is defined as H = m + 5 log µ + 5 (where µ is the proper motion and m is the apparent magnitude), which is equivalent to M + 5 log Vtan − 3.379. Hence, reduced proper motion can be used to identify samples with similar kinematics, like the disc or halo white dwarf population. Kilic et al. (2006 Kilic et al. ( , 2010b demonstrate that the reduced proper motion diagram provides a clean sample of white dwarfs, with contamination rates of 1% from halo subdwarfs. Figure 1 displays the reduced proper motion diagram for a portion of the sky covered by the Munn et al. (2014) proper motion survey. Going from left to right, three distinct populations of objects are clearly visible in this diagram; white dwarfs, halo subdwarfs, and disc dwarfs. The solid lines show the predicted evolutionary sequences for log g = 8 white dwarfs with Vtan = 40 and 150 km s −1 . The model colors become redder until the white dwarfs become cool enough to show infrared absorption due to molecular hydrogen (Hansen 1998) . We selected targets for follow-up spectroscopy and near-infrared photometry based on their reduced proper motion and colors. To find the elusive halo white dwarfs and other white dwarfs with high tangential velocities, we targeted objects with Hg > 21 mag and below the Vtan = 40 km s −1 line.
Optical Spectroscopy
We obtained follow-up optical spectroscopy of 32 white dwarf candidates at the 6.5 m MMT telescope equipped with the Blue Channel Spectrograph (Schmidt et al. 1989) on UT 2009 June 18-23 and 2009 November 19-20 . We used a 1. ′′ 25 slit and the 500 line mm −1 grating in first order to obtain spectra over the range 3660-6800Å and with a resolving power of R = 1200. We obtained all spectra at the parallactic angle and acquired He-Ar-Ne comparison lamp exposures for wavelength calibration. We use observations of the cool white dwarf G24-9 for flux calibration.
Out of the 32 candidates with spectra, only two (SDSS J024416.07-090919.7 and J172431.61+261543.1) are metalpoor halo subdwarfs. The remaining objects are confirmed to be DA, DC, or DZ white dwarfs. This relatively small (2 out of 32) contamination rate from subdwarfs demonstrates that our white dwarf sample is relatively clean. Figure 2 shows the spectra for the five DA WDs in our sample. Two of the DAs, J1513+4743 and J1624+4156, are warm enough (T eff ≈ 5900 K) to show Hα and a few of the higher order Balmer lines, while the remaining three DAs only show Hα, which implies effective temperatures near 5000 K. Figure 3 shows the MMT spectra for the 24 DC white dwarfs in our sample, including the three cool DCs presented in Kilic et al. (2010a) . All of these 24 targets have featureless spectra that are rising toward the infrared, indicating temperatures below 5000 K.
Near-Infrared Photometry
We obtained J-and H-band imaging observations of 40 of our targets using the Smithsonian Widefield Infrared Camera (SWIRC, Brown et al. 2008 ) on the MMT on UT 2011 March 23-24. SWIRC has a 5.12 × 5.12 arcmin field of view at a resolution of 0.
′′ 15 per pixel. We observed each target on a dozen or more dither positions, and obtained dark frames and sky flats each evening. We used the SWIRC data reduction pipeline to perform dark correction, flat-fielding, and sky subtraction, and to produce a combined image for each field in each filter. We use the 2MASS stars in the SWIRC field of view for photometric and astrometric calibration. In addition, near-infrared photometry for two more targets, J0040+1458 and J1649+2932, are available from the UKIRT Infrared Deep Sky Survey (UKIDSS, Lawrence et al. 2007 ) Large Area Survey. Table 1 presents the ugriz and JH photometry for our sample of 57 targets with follow-up spectroscopy and/or near-infrared photometry. Figure 4 presents optical and infrared color-color diagrams for the same stars, along with the predicted colors of pure H and pure He atmosphere white dwarfs. The differences between these models are relatively minor in the optical color-color diagrams, except for the ultracool white dwarfs with T eff < 4000 K. The pure H models predict the colors to get redder until the onset of the Collision Induced Absorption (CIA) due to molecular hydrogen, which leads to a blue hook feature. This transition occurs at 3750 K for the r − i color, whereas it occurs at 4500 K for the r − H color. The colors for our sample of 57 stars, including the targets with and without follow-up spectroscopy, are consistent with the white dwarf model colors within the errors. The majority of the targets with g − r 1.0 mag (T eff 4250 K) show bluer r − H colors than the pure He model sequence, indicating that the coolest white dwarfs in our sample have H-rich atmospheres.
We use the SWIRC astrometry to verify the proper motion measurements from our optical imaging survey. Given the relatively small field of view of the SWIRC camera and the limited number of 2MASS stars available in each field, the astrometric precision is significantly worse in the SWIRC images compared to the Bok 90 inch and USNO 1.3m optical data. We find that the proper motion measurements from the SWIRC data are on average 54 ± 44 mas yr
higher. Nevertheless, all but one of our targets, J1513+4743, have SWIRC-SDSS proper motion measurements consistent with the proper motion measurements from our optical data within 3σ. J1513+4743 is spectroscopically confirmed to be a DA white dwarf. Hence, the contamination rate of our sample of 57 stars by objects with incorrectly measured proper motions should be relatively small.
PHOTOMETRIC ANALYSIS
Model Atmospheres
Our model atmospheres come from the LTE model atmosphere code described in Bergeron et al. (1995) and references within, along with the recent improvements in the calculations for the Stark broadening of hydrogen lines discussed in Tremblay & Bergeron (2009) . We follow the method of Holberg & Bergeron (2006) and convert the observed magnitudes into fluxes, and use a nonlinear leastsquares method to fit the resulting SEDs to predictions from model atmospheres. Given that all our targets appear to be within 150 pc, we do not correct for extinction. We consider only the temperature and the solid angle π(R/D) 2 , where R is the radius of the white dwarf and D is its distance from Earth, as free parameters. Convection is modeled by the ML/α = 0.7 prescription of mixing length theory. For a more detailed discussion of our fitting technique, see Bergeron et al. (2001) ; for details of our helium-atmosphere models, see Bergeron et al. (2011) . Since we do not have parallax measurements for our objects, we assume a surface gravity of log g = 8. This is appropriate, as the white dwarf mass distribution in the Solar neighborhood peaks at about 0.6 M⊙ (Tremblay et al. 2013) . We discuss the effects of this choice in Section 4.
Below about 5000 K, Hα is not visible. However, the presence of hydrogen can still be seen in the blue from the red wing of Lyα absorption (Kowalski & Saumon 2006) , and in the infrared from CIA due to molecular hydrogen. Cool white dwarfs with pure helium atmospheres are not subject to these opacities, so their SEDs should appear similar to a blackbody. Because of this, atmospheric composition can still be determined from ultraviolet and near-infrared data. Table 2 presents the best-fit atmospheric compositions, temperatures, distances, and cooling ages for our targets, as well as their proper motions and tangential velocities. Below, we discuss the pure H, pure He, and mixed H/He atmosphere targets separately, and highlight the most interesting objects in the sample.
Pure H Solutions
Of our 57 targets, only 45 have the near-infrared data that are needed to observe the CIA that allows us to detect the presence of hydrogen. Of these 45 objects, twelve have SEDs best fit by pure hydrogen models. Figure 5 shows the SEDs and our model fits for four of these objects (full sample is available online). We show the photometric data as error bars and the best-fit model fluxes for pure H and pure He composition as filled and open circles, respectively.
J1513+4743 is the only DA white dwarf in our sample with near-infrared photometry available (the four other DAs are discussed in Section 3.5), and the pure H model is a better fit to the SED than the pure He model. For the remaining objects, we chose the composition based on the solution that best fits the SED. Our sample includes three previously published H-atmosphere DC white dwarfs: J2137+1050, J2145+1106N, and J2145+1106S (Kilic et al. 2010a ). Our temperature estimates of 3670±160, 3720±110, and 3960 ± 100 K, respectively agree with the previously published values of 3780, 3730 K, and 4110 K (Kilic et al. 2010a ) within the errors. With the exception of the DA WD J1513+4743, all of the remaining 11 objects that are best explained by pure H atmosphere models have T eff 4250 K. These objects appear significantly fainter in the H−band than expected from the blackbody-like SEDs of pure He atmosphere white dwarfs, indicating that they have H-rich atmospheres. In addition to the previously published J2137+1050 and J2145+1106N (Kilic et al. 2010a ), we identify three new white dwarfs with T eff 3700 K; namely J0734+3728, J1515+5930, and J1657+2638. The latter is the coolest white dwarf known (T eff = 3550 ± 100 K) with an SED that is matched relatively well by a pure H atmosphere model. The implied cooling age for such a cool white dwarf is 10.1 Gyr assuming an average mass, log g = 8, white dwarf.
Pure He Solutions
For our remaining 33 objects with infrared data, 29 show no evidence of CIA and are best fit by pure He atmosphere models. Figure 6 shows the SEDs for a sample of these targets. All 29 of these objects have T eff in the range 4240−4930 K. Nine stars have optical spectra available, and all nine are DC white dwarfs. The differences between the pure H and pure He model fits are relatively small in this temperature range, and additional K−band photometry would be useful to confirm the atmospheric composition for these stars. However, Bergeron (2001) Kilic et al. (2010b) , and (3) Kilic et al. (2010a) . tial problems that could lead to misclassification of spectral types for these stars, including problems with the CIA calculations, or small shifts in the ugriz or JH photometric calibration.
Mixed Atmosphere Solutions
The last four targets with infrared data (J0910+3744, J0927+4852, J1513+4743, and J1555+4940) have SEDs that are inconsistent with either a pure H or pure He atmosphere solution. We fit the SEDs of these stars with a mixed H/He atmosphere model. The mixed models allow for significant H2-He CIA at higher temperatures than seen for H2-H2, as CIA becomes an effective opacity source at higher temperatures in cool He-rich white dwarfs due to lower opacities and higher atmospheric pressures (Bergeron & Leggett 2002) . Figure 7 shows our mixed H/He atmosphere model fits for these four objects. The models yield log (He/H) of −3.7, 6.3, −3.2, and −3.2 and temperatures of 3450, 3210, 3860, and 3910 K, respectively. Note that these models predict CIA absorption features around 0.8 and 1.1µm that are never observed in cool white dwarfs. Hence, the temperature and composition estimates for such infrared-faint stars is problematic (see the discussion in Kilic et al. 2010b; Gianninas et al. 2015) .
The coolest object among these four stars, J0927+4852 appears to be similar to WD0346+246. Oppenheimer et al. (2001) originally found a T eff = 3750 K and log (He/H) = 6.4 for WD0346+246, for an assumed surface gravity of log g = 8. However, Bergeron (2001) showed that such a He-rich atmosphere would require accretion rates from the interstellar medium too low to be realistic. With the addition of parallax observations to constrain the distance, they estimated a more realistic solution with T eff = 3780 K, log (He/H) = 1.3, and log g = 8.34. A re-analysis by Kilic et al. (2012) that include the red wing of the Lyα opacity indicate a similar solution with T eff = 3650 K, log (He/H) = −0.4, and log g = 8.3. Adopting a similar log g value for J0927+4852 would yield a T eff of 3730 K and log (He/H) of 0.3.
This exercise shows the problems with constraining the atmospheric composition of ultracool white dwarfs, and the need for parallax observations to derive accurate parameters for such white dwarfs. Regardless of these issues, all four mixed atmosphere white dwarfs appear to be ultracool (T eff < 4000 K), bringing the total number of ultracool white dwarfs in our sample to ten.
Targets without Infrared Data
There are twelve spectroscopically confirmed white dwarfs in our sample that lack infrared photometry. Figure 8 displays the SEDs along with the pure H and pure He model fits for a subsample of these objects. The spectra of four of these objects; J1552+4638, J1604+3923, J1624+4156, and J2230+1415 confirm that they are DA white dwarfs, and the pure H models reproduce the SEDs and spectra reasonably well. This brings our final number of pure H solutions to sixteen stars.
The remaining eight objects without infrared data are confirmed to be DC white dwarfs. For the most part, the pure H and pure He models are nearly indistinguishable in the optical for these objects and we cannot determine their composition. Table 2 shows the results for both pure H and pure He solutions for these objects.
All of these targets have SEDs rising toward 1µm, hence the lack of infrared data limits the precision of these temperature measurements. However, given the lack of He atmosphere white dwarfs below 4240 K, we do not expect J0047−0852 and J2320−0845 to have pure He atmospheres, and if they were to have pure H atmospheres, they would be the coolest white dwarfs in our sample, with T eff of 3140±160 K and 3240 ± 190 K respectively. J0108−0954, J2127+1036, and J2316−1044 are also potentially ultracool objects if the pure H solution is correct, which would bring the total number of ultracool white dwarf candidates in our sample to fifteen. Without infrared data, however, we cannot rule out the pure He solution, or the possibility of a mixed H/He atmosphere for J0047−0852 and J2320−0845.
KINEMATIC MEMBERSHIP
The estimated temperatures for our targets yield white dwarf cooling ages between 5 and 10 Gyr, with the only notable exceptions being J1513+4743 and J1624+4156, which have cooling ages of 2.3 and 2.4 Gyr respectively. Eight objects have cooling ages longer than 9 Gyr, with the oldest being J1657+2638 at 10.1 Gyr. However, in order to associate a white dwarf with the thick disc or halo, it is important to determine the total stellar age (Bergeron et al. 2005) . The main-sequence lifetime of the ≈ 2M⊙ progenitor of a 0.6M⊙ white dwarf is 1.0-1.3 Gyr; therefore, the total ages of our objects on average range from 6 to 11 Gyr, with J1513+4743 and J1624+4156 having total ages between 3.3 and 3.7 Gyr. Figure 9 shows U versus V (bottom) and W versus V (top) velocities of our objects (assuming a radial velocity of 0 km s −1 and calculated using the prescription of Johnson & Soderblom (1987) ), as well as the 3σ ellipsoids of the halo, thick disc, and thin disc populations (Chiba & Beers 2000) . The filled, open, and red circles represent the objects best fit by pure H, pure He, and mixed H/He atmosphere models, respectively. For the eight objects with undetermined compositions, velocities were calculated assuming the pure H solution for simplicity. The choice of the pure H or pure He solution has a negligible effect on the final UVW velocities (see Table 2 ).
J2137+1050 shows velocities inconsistent with thick disc objects in U, consistent with the analysis in Kilic et al. (2010a) , while the results for the J2145+1106 commonproper motion binary are consistent to 2σ, but not 3σ. In addition, three other targets in our sample show velocities inconsistent with thick disc objects: J0822+3903, J1024+4920, and J1513+4743, with cooling ages of 8.5, 6.8, and 2.3 Gyr respectively. The Toomre diagram for our targets is shown in Figure 10 , with thin disc and thick disc boundaries from Fuhrmann (2004) ; the differentiation between our halo candidates and the rest of our sample is clearer here than in Figure 9 .
The total main-sequence + white dwarf cooling ages of these objects are relatively young for halo objects, but without parallax measurements, we cannot constrain their masses, velocities, and cooling ages precisely. For example, if these objects have M ≈ 0.53M⊙ (Bergeron 2001) , the progenitor mass would be closer to 1M⊙ and their mainsequence lifetimes would be on the order of 10 Gyr, making them excellent candidates for membership in the halo. A lower surface gravity would also imply a larger and more distant white dwarf, and UVW velocities that are even more inconsistent with the thick disc population. Conversely, for log g = 8.5 white dwarfs, the cooling ages would range from 5 to 11 Gyr, and the UVW velocities of our halo white dwarf candidates would remain inconsistent with thick disc objects.
Interestingly, with the exception of the three previously published white dwarfs (J2137+1050 and J2145+1106 binary), none of our objects with cooling ages above 9 Gyr have UVW velocities inconsistent with the thick disc, nor do they show the high tangential velocities expected for halo objects. In fact, the highest tangential velocity for these objects is 72 km s −1 . Assuming these objects really do belong to the thick disc gives a thick disc age of ≈11 Gyr.
Our assumption of zero radial velocity has a negligible effect on our results (see the discussion in Kilic et al. 2010a) . The UVW velocities of our halo white dwarf candidates remain inconsistent with the 3σ distribution for the thick disc for positive and negative radial velocities up to 100 km s −1 (though J0822+3903 only remains inconsistent in both U and W for radial velocities between -90 and 30 km s −1 ).
CONCLUSIONS
We present follow-up optical spectroscopy and/or nearinfrared photometry of 57 cool white dwarf candidates identified from a ≈ 3100 square degree proper motion survey described by Munn et al. (2014) . Thirty one of our candidates are spectroscopically confirmed to be white dwarfs, including 5 DA and 26 DC white dwarfs. The remaining targets have proper motion measurements from both optical and infrared observations that are consistent within the errors. The optical and near-infrared colors for these targets are also consistent with the predictions from the white dwarf model atmospheres. Hence, the contamination from subdwarfs should be negligible for this sample of 57 stars. We perform a model atmosphere analysis of these 57 objects using ugriz and JH photometry. The best-fit models have 29 pure He atmosphere white dwarfs with T eff = 4240− 4930 K, 16 pure H atmospheres with T eff = 3550 − 5960 K, and 4 mixed H/He atmospheres with T eff = 3210 − 3910 K. Eight of our targets lack the near-infrared data necessary to differentiate between the pure H and pure He solutions.
Our sample contains ten ultracool white dwarf candidates, with another five potential candidates that currently lack near-infrared data. All of the ultracool white dwarfs have hydrogen-rich atmospheres. J1657+2638 is the most interesting with T eff = 3550 ± 100 K and an SED that is reproduced fairly well by a pure H atmosphere. For an average mass of 0.6 M⊙, J1657+2638 would be an ≈11 Gyr old (main-sequence + cooling age) white dwarf at a distance of 67 pc. The implied tangential velocity of 40 km s −1 demonstrates that J1657+2638 belongs to the Galactic thick disc.
Our sample contains three new halo white dwarf candidates. All three have high tangential velocities and UVW velocities inconsistent with the Galactic thick disc. The oldest halo white dwarf candidate is J0822+3903 with a cooling age of 8.5 Gyr. However, without trigonometric parallax observations, we cannot accurately constrain the distances, masses, and ages of our white dwarfs.
Our current sample of cool field halo white dwarfs is limited by a lack of deep proper motion surveys. Ongoing and future large scale surveys such as GAIA and LSST will find a significant number of cool white dwarfs, including halo white dwarfs, in the solar neighborhood. With g−band magnitudes of 20−22, we expect parallax errors from GAIA to range from about 400−1200 µas 1 , corresponding to uncertainties of ≈ 20 per cent in both mass and cooling age for the majority of our targets. In addition, GAIA will reveal the brighter population of halo white dwarfs near the Sun.
1 http://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/gaia/science-performance
